Prepare your students for the future of reading.

The rigorous Common Core State Standards demand students and educators go beyond the basics of literacy for deeper comprehension of increasingly complex texts across genres.

The Amplify Atlas™ book set for mCLASS®:Reading 3D™ was developed according to the new expectations, guided by renowned literacy experts Timothy Shanahan, Elfrieda Hiebert, and Diane DeFord, and designed to prepare students for close reading of cross-curricular texts in grades K–5 and beyond. By providing a balanced, curriculum-based foundation, Amplify Atlas helps students strengthen the skills they need for college and career.

Benefits of Amplify Atlas:

- **Meet the Common Core** with comprehension assessment items written to the standards, textual evidence to support responses, and a stronger emphasis on textual evidence and informational text.
- **Support comprehension of increasingly complex texts** with 76 field-tested books developed according to guided-reading levels A to Z and PC/RB.
- **Use the latest literacy research** from Elfrieda Hiebert on text complexity for beginning levels to focus on semantics, structure, and syntax and balance growth across all levels.
- **Incorporate genres** across literary and informational reading, including fables, folktales, and poetry, as well as news stories, speeches, historical documents, and other authentic texts.
- **Support content knowledge implementation** through cross-curricular topics and academic vocabulary.

Additional Spanish-language benchmark books and assessment questions provide mCLASS:Reading 3D with ELL support.
Amplify Atlas, a CCSS-based benchmark book set designed for use with mCLASS:Reading 3D, provides strong support for the CCSS in ELA, including a staircase of text complexity and comprehension, a balance between literary and informational texts, evaluative, and inferential assessment questions, academic vocabulary coverage, a wide range of genres, and illustrations and diagrams to support text features.

1. Cover a wide range of genres — from history and science to folktales and myths.
2. Introduce the concept of authentic text by providing contact with real world documents.
4. Support academic vocabulary with glossaries in nonfiction texts.
5. Use illustration to support text.

To learn more, visit amplify.com/reading3D or call us at 800-823-1969.